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In this thesis marine radars are compared with synthetic aperture radars (SAR) and the possibility
of cross-over applications are investigated. A first cross-over has been demonstrated by using the
TS-CFAR on marine radar images. The TS-CFAR was originally developed for SAR and is a constant
false alarm rate (CFAR) detection algorithm based on truncated statistics. Detecting weak targets
embedded in sea clutter is difficult because it is hard to find a model describing the sea in its vari-
ous conditions. For detection algorithms such as constant false alarm rate (CFAR) the accuracy of
the sea clutter estimation directly relates to performance. A model comparison between Weibull-,
Gamma-, Log-normal- and Rayleigh PDF on sea clutter data has been performed. Sea clutter data
was separated at sectors at different range, and both low- and high resolution data from a X-band
Sea-Hawk radar and S-band JRC JMR solid state radar was used in the comparison. Our results
show that the Weibull PDF models the sea clutter best in most cases, but we found indications
that the Gamma PDF fit the clutter best when texture is present. The TS-CFAR was compared to a
CA-CFAR both with an underlying Weibull model and an underlying Gamma model. Our results
show that TS-CFAR clearly performed best on high resolution data and for multiple target situa-
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Since the first time they appeared on commercial ships after the Second World War, radars have
become an irreplaceable navigational instrument on the ship’s bridge, especially for navigation
during the night or in foggy conditions. The instrument sends out an electromagnetic microwave
and receives its reflection with a slight time delay representing the distance to the reflected ob-
ject. Not all of the reflections received by the radar are interesting for navigational purposes, and
it might be difficult for the operator to distinguish ships from those that mess up or clutter the
image. The general terminology is to name the reflections of interest targets and the reflections
we want to remove from the system for clutter. Detecting targets in clutter has always been and
still is a big challenge for radar designers. When the sea is calm it is generally not problematic to
detect large ships, but when ships get smaller and the sea rougher, targets might be fully disguised
in clutter and dangerous situations might develop. For such situations, the accuracy of the de-
tection algorithm might be the difference of seeing an important target or not. There are many
detection challenges beyond ship detection such as detecting small submerged icebergs, such as
growlers, or detecting rocks or even kayakers - for their own safety! For an environmental point of
view, better target detection can help reduce maritime disasters such as oil spillage from ground-
ing ships, in uncharted territories, or ships colliding with icebergs. With the right applications
even oil slicks can be detected on a marine radar, which might be beneficial for coast guards or
to ships performing oil recovery operations. Such technology is already available especially in the
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) community. SAR is radar satellites that are especially beneficial in
polar regions because of their ability to see through clouds and in darkness. They are extensively
used for ship detection and surveillance, and for studying ice and weather phenomenons, and
for forecasting. If it is possible to transfer applications from SAR to marine radars, and opposite,
this might open up several novel opportunities for both communities, or maybe just new thoughts.
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In this thesis we will compare marine radars with SAR and check whether there could be cross-over
applications. This we will do by checking the signal and statistical properties, and then we will go
on and perform a first demonstration of such a cross-over by using the newly developed target
detection algorithm developed byTao et al. [1]. This is a new kind of constant false alarm (CFAR)
algorithm that uses truncation to remove target pixels from the the clutter, in order to better de-
cide a threshold for detection. Furthermore, the algorithm uses a truncated probability density
model (PDF) to better estimate the clutter. Marine radars use a rotating directional antenna, and
are therefore able to make an image of its surroundings by recording both antenna angle and time.
The power of the received echo strongly depends on range, but also on the dielectric property and
the size and shape of the reflecting medium. A surface made of metal returns a stronger reflection
than a surface made of wood, e.g. a vessel made of metal returns a stronger echo than a vessel
made of wood situated at the same range [2]. To separate different reflecting media in order of
their reflecting ability, we say that a material with a strong reflection in the direction of the radar
has a large radar cross section (RCS). Since the wavelength of a radar is in the order of centimetres
and the spatial resolution is in the order of meters to tens of meters, each resolution cell in a radar
can be thought of as a sum of many individual scatterers [3]. A small target sharing a resolution cell
with scatterers defined as clutter might therefore be difficult to detect, especially if the radar cross
section of the target in itself is weak. For these reasons the strength of the target echo might be very
similar to the resolution cells nearby containing only clutter, and it might be difficult for the naked
eye to distinguish them. This thesis will as well as demonstrating the TS-CFAR and performing a
model comparison, summarize different detection algorithm used in marine systems today to be
able to better distinguish target cells from clutter cells. A comparison will be performed between
what we consider to be the most conventional CFAR, the CA-CFAR, and the newly developed TS-
CFAR. First, background theory necessary for this thesis will be summarized and the marine radar





To explain the radar basics it helps to visualize the transmission of an ideal square wave pulse as
described in figure 1 a). Ignoring any attenuation effects, the reflection of the square wave pulse
on a point target will be a convolution of the original pulse with a slight time delay as described in
figure 1 b) [4]. The time delay represent the range to the point target, and since we know that the
velocity of the electromagnetic wave is approximately the speed of light c , we can find the distance
to the point target. Theoretically we know that the attenuation effect, excluding loss factors, for






Here Pr is the power received, Pt is the transmitted power, Gt and Gr are the gain factors for the
transmitting and receiving antenna respectively, λ is the wavelength, σ is the radar cross section,
and R is the radius centred in the radar. If we rearrange the equation a bit, we get the following
form (equation 2), where the first term is the effective transmitted power per solid angle and per
unit area, the second term is the reflected power (echo term) per solid angle and unit area, in
the direction of the receiving antenna. The last term is the efficiency of the receiving antenna.
The attenuation of 1/R4 therefore comes from the fact that both the transmitted beam and the








The actual pulses transmitted in radars are actually approximations of triangular pulses like fig-
ure 1 c) [6, 2], which will result in less interference effects. Although, if we include a layer of noise
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Figure 1: a) Drawing of an ideal transmitted pulse. b) Drawing of an ideal received pulse, which is the convolution
of the transmitted pulse with a time delay. c) Approximation of a triangular pulse d) Received actual pulse in a layer of
noise. There will be a small range inaccuracy ∆r
as described in figure 1 d) we can see that a triangular pulse will result in a slight range inaccu-
racy ∆r . The ability for the radar to discriminate between to separate point targets defines the
spatial resolution of the radar. We differentiate between azimuth resolution and range resolution
(see figure 6), where azimuth resolution depends on the beamwidth of the radar and the range
resolution depends on the pulse length (τ) of the transmitted beam [2]. If the distance between
two targets is less than the range resolution, the trailing edge of the pulse hitting the first target
will be mixed with the leading edge of the pulse hitting the second target, and the two targets will





Here τ is the pulse length and c is the speed of light.
If the electromagnetic microwaves transmitted from the radar is coherent it is possible to sepa-
rate two targets at any pulse length by using pulse modulation [2]. A radar is phase coherent if the
phases of the transmitted waves are known, such that phases of the waves received can be directly
compared with those transmitted [2, 8]. The motivation for using pulse modulation is to increase
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) or the resolution when a limited amount of power is available. The
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SNR is the ratio of received echo energy (Er ) to thermal noise (N ). The maximum signal to noise
ratio possible in a radar system is listed below [5]:






This equation is recognized as the ratio of the radar equation given in equation 1 to thermal noise,
which is defined as N = kT , where k = 1.38× 10−23 J/K is the Bolzmann’s constant and T is the
thermal noise equivalent temperature. Furthermore, L is the loss factors and Et = Ptτ is the trans-
mitted energy. The signal to noise ratio can thus be increased by either increasing the transmitted
power or increasing the transmitted pulse length. The most common pulse modulation used is
linear frequency modulation which is also known as chirp modulation [7].
An electromagnetic wave can be described as a complex phasor, and the real part is defined as:
v(t ) =ℜe{A(t )e i (ω0t+φ)} = A(t )cos(ω0t +φ) (5)
The function: ψ(t ) =ωo t +φ, is called the the angle function [4], and if we let ψ(t ) be a quadratic
function like:
ψ(t ) = 2πµt 2 +2π f0 +φ (6)
the derivative ( ∂∂t ) of the angle function change linearly with time. Quadratic functions like equa-
tion 6 are known as chirps [4]. If the transmitted signal of a radar is:









where A(t ) = 1 for −τ/2 ≤ t ≤ τ/2 and equals 0 otherwise, fc is the center frequency, and K is the
chirp rate [8]. The corresponding instantaneous frequency is:










= fc −K t (8)
for −τ/2 ≤ t ≤ τ/2. The signal bandwidth is defined to be B = Kτ [8]. We can see that the instan-
taneous frequency changes linearly with time within the bandwidth, and that the signal therefore
is a chirp. If we transmit our signal at t = 0, and we receive an echo signal from a point target at a
distance R at time tR = 2R/c, then the received signal can be expressed as:
vR (t ) =αv(t − tR ) (9)
Here v(t−tR ) is the transmitted signal with a time delay (at distance R), andα is the attenuation of
the propagating wave, which also includes the effect of the radar cross section [8]. By convolving
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v∗(ζ− t )vR (ζ)dζ (10)
In real radar systems the fast fourier transform (FFT) is used to transform the signal to the fre-
quency domain. Then the signal is multiplied with the filter, and afterwards transformed back to
the time domain, again by using the inverse fast fourier transform (IFFT) [8]. It is well known that
convolution in time domain corresponds to multiplication in frequency domain [4]. The reason
for using FFT is because performing multiplication uses much less processing power in a com-
puter than performing convolution [8]. The solution to the convolution in equation 10 is:
v0(t ) =ατ exp(i 2π fc t ) exp(−i 4πR/λ)sin[πK (t − tR )(τ−|t − tR |)]
πKτ(t − tR )
(11)
for (tR −τ) ≤ t ≤ (tR +τ)
The first term is just the carrier frequency, and this will be filtered out [8], and by replacing tR with
2R/c, α with ER which is the electromagnetic field of the point source, and by using the approxi-
mation for |t − tR | << τ, we get: [7, 8]
v0(t ) = ERτ exp(−i 4πR/λ)sin[πKτ(t −2R/c)]
πKτ(t −2R/c) (12)
for (2R/c −τ) ≤ t ≤ (2R/c +τ)
The half-power points can be found by solving:
sin2 [πKτ(t −2R/c)]








This is only valid if the time-bandwidth Kτ is much larger than 2.8/π. The physical boundary
for the minimum distance two point targets can be discriminated to each other is given by the
Rayleigh criterion [8]. The smallest separable distance is when the maximum diffraction of one
point meets the minimum diffraction (first null) to the second point [8]. By using equation 11 it is
possible to show that this limit is given by
πKτ∆tmi n =π (15)
Since Kτ is the same as the bandwidth B , the minimum time resolution ∆tmi n is:




Substituting ∆tmi n with τ in equation 3 , results in the following equation for the range resolution
for coherent radars using chirp modulation:




Unless the coherent radar takes advantage of the phase difference, the azimuth resolution for co-
herent radars is the same as for non-coherent radars and dependent on the antenna pattern. The
width of the antenna pattern and the corresponding beamwidth is dependent on the length of the














Here θ is the direction of the antenna beam, L is the length of the antenna array and k is the
wavenumber. The beamwidth β for a radar system is often chosen to be the halfpower of the main
lobe of the antenna pattern, which is defined as being the angle on each side of the lobe where the
power is half the total power. By solving equation (18) numerically for θ = β/2 and F (β/2) = 0.5,




for wavelengths much smaller than the antenna length L [8].
2.2 Marine radar
Almost all marine radars transmit in very short pulses in order to increase the spatial resolution, or
in other words, the minimum separation distance between two targets. Additionally, transmitting
in short pulses reduces the bandwidth for the transmission and thereby also the interference with
other systems, including other radars. The radar will receive reflections, or echoes, from every-
thing within the maximum range of the system. The maximum range depends on the power of the
radar, but also the height of the radar above sea level and atmospheric conditions. This is because
the upper range limit is restrained by the curvature of the earth, and the microwaves might bend
when interacting with the atmosphere in special conditions. [2, 6] Because of safety by redun-
dancy, every vessel larger than 3000 gross tonnage (GT) is required by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) to be equipped with two independent radars. One of them must be a X-band
radar (λ ≈ 3 cm., ν ≈ 9.4 GHz), and the other radar is often chosen to be a S-band radar (λ ≈ 10
cm., ν≈ 3 GHz) [9]. Since X-band radars transmit electromagnetic waves with shorter wavelengths
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than S-band radars they achieve radar images with greater resolution. The downside is that they
receive more reflections from the sea and from precipitation than S-band radars and will therefore
receive more clutter [2, 10].
The electromagnetic microwaves are transmitted in pulses with a pulse repetition frequency (PRF)
of 500-3500 Hz from a directional antenna. Marine radars are equipped with a rotating antenna
that sweeps around with a more or less constant frequency [10, 2]. For this reason the radar display
is naturally represented in polar-coordinates. Each pulse is sampled and divided in increments of
increasing range defining the range resolution. The azimuth resolution depends on the angular
velocity of the antenna and the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) [2]. Due to wind and other con-
tributing factors, the angular velocity will in reality be variable, which means that the azimuth
resolution is not sampled at a precisely fixed interval in time [2], but the system receives a signal
from the antenna azimuth encoder defining the current antenna azimuth angle [11]. The typical
angular velocity of the antenna is about 20 to 60 rounds per minute (RPM) [10], but must be mini-
mum 12 RPM according to SOLAS (40 RPM for high speed vessels) [9]. The PRF for a marine radar
will have typical values from about 600 Hz to 3500 Hz, but the actual value depends on the selected
range scale. The operator is able to change the preferred range on the radar, and most radars use
a variable PRF that changes automatically with chosen range [10]. The reason for changing the
PRF is because even though a high PRF is preferred for better azimuth resolution, the radar must
receive the reflected pulse before transmitting a new one to avoid ambiguities [10]. To increase the
maximum range of the radar the PRF is therefore reduced when long range display is chosen by the
operator. Most marine radars use a magnetron oscillator and are thus non-coherent, but coherent
solid state radars are recently getting affordable for ship owners and will most likely be more com-
mon in the future [2]. The range resolution for marine radars are therefore given by equation 3 and
equation 17 for non-coherent and coherent radars respectively. The azimuth resolution depends
on the PRF, the rate of the antenna rotation and the horizontal beamwidth, and is decreasing from
increasing range as shown in figure 6. Each target should be hit by about 6 to 10 pulses such that
the receiver receives a strong enough echo for the system to separate it from clutter [11, 10].
2.3 Synthetic Aperture Radar
Synthetic aperture radars (SAR) are used on many of the satellites used for remote sensing, but are
also used on surveillance aircrafts. The difference between SAR and real aperture radars is that on
SAR the movement of the aperture platform is used to synthesize a larger antenna and is therefore
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able to greatly improve the azimuth resolution. For real aperture radars the resolution is limited by
the azimuth beamwidth [7]. As the aperture moves along its flight track the amplitude and phase
of the returned signal are stored. The larger antenna is synthesized by combining the successive
returns and by comparing the phase-shifts of each return to a reference, which is a stable oscillator
in the aperture [8]. The requirement is therefore that the phase-shift of the returned signal can be
compared to the phase of the transmitted signal which means that the radar needs to be coherent
[7, 8]. Both the SAR and real aperture radar system is visualized in the following figure (2), and also
includes the general terminology.
Figure 2: Drawing of a SAR- or real aperture radar satellite. Swath, or the antenna footprint, is the terminology used
for the area illuminated by the radar which depends on the horizontal- and vertical beamwidth
The range (across-track) resolution is given by equation 17, except that now the look-angle θ must




Here θi is the incident look-angle for this particular range distance, and is assumed very small. By
this assumption∆ground ≈∆slant sin θi . This equation does also assume a flat and even ground sur-
face. SAR and real aperture radars are side-looking, and the reason for this is to avoid ambiguities
in the radar image caused by symmetry for distance measures on the right and left side of nadir [8].
If the look-angle were at nadir, each time delay would return two independent radar echoes, one
from each side of nadir. The largest antenna length that can be synthesized in a SAR is determined
by the footprint of the antenna pattern on the ground (the main lobe) [8]. The width of the main
lobe (βmain) is 2λ/L and is solved by finding the distance to the first null of the antenna pattern
of the particular antenna, see equation 18. The footprint depends on the distance of the aperture
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over ground, which is R = h/cos θ, where R is the slant range and h is the height of the aperture
over ground (at nadir). We get the following equation for the maximum length of the synthesized
antenna:





By substituting the synthesized antenna length into equation 19 we get:
βs ynt ≈ λ
Ls ynt
= L cos θ
2h
(22)
The best possible azimuth resolution is as mentioned the width of the beamwidth. The best pos-
sible azimuth resolution using the synthesized beamwidth is therefore:







This approach is called the unfocused SAR. If we take into account the fact that the slant range (R)
to the target is changing and is different for all the successive scatter returns it is possible to show






This is called the focused SAR and has the following resolution which is, unlike the unfocused SAR,




Below is an example of a SAR image of the Gulf of Finland the 9th of June 2017 at 10 am, captured by
Copernicus Sentinel-1B. Ships are identified as bright dots, sometimes shaped like stars because
of their strong radar cross section.
2.4 Statistical Distribution of Clutter
In the subsequent section, a description of clutter will be given, the origin of clutter, and the sta-
tistical distribution of different clutter types. For navigational purposes obvious targets are ships,
navigational marks, and land and ice. Examples of clutter are snow, rain, and sea echo. Interesting
targets may be hidden within the clutter, which is the reason why it is so important to find a good
statistical distribution to describe it. A small improvement in describing the clutter might be the
difference between detecting a weak target or not. To further specify the origin of the clutter, it
10
Figure 3: SAR image of the Gulf of Finland the 9th of June 2017 at 10 am, captured by Copernicus Sentinel-1B. Ships
are identified as bright dots, sometimes shaped like stars because of their strong RCS. Photo:ESA
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is common to give it a name, such as sea clutter or rain clutter. The intensity of the sea clutter
increases as the weather gets rougher, such as when the wind speeds increase and waves become
larger and more chaotic. This will be explained in detail in the following section. Small targets
might actually be hidden behind large waves. Modern marine radars use algorithms to suppress
sea and rain clutter, as well as integrating successive antenna sweeps to separate targets from clut-
ter. This will be discussed in further detail in the following sections.
2.4.1 Thermal noise
In all electronics there is thermal noise originating from the fact that everything with a temperature
above absolute zero contains vibrating or moving electrons [6]. Where there is a current such
thermal noise is avoidable, be it in a semi-conductor, amplifier or a diode, and the radar needs
to be able to detect a target in noise just as it has to detect a target in clutter [6]. The thermal
noise sets a limit of how much power the radar can use in order to detect distant targets, which
can be explained by looking at the signal-noise-ratio given in equation 4. There are several noise
sources in a radar additional to thermal noise, but all can be combined to one total noise term
since they are all fully random [6]. The noise follows the Gaussian distribution [6], and because
sea clutter at low sea states and clutter from precipitation also can be modelled using the Gaussian
distribution, the clutter for low sea states can be considered in the same way as thermal noise, but
with added power [6]. For non-coherent radars, the Gaussian noise and clutter will be converted
to the Rayleigh distribution when positively folded in the local oscillator (LO) [6].
2.4.2 The origin of sea clutter
Sea clutter is the reflection of the transmitted radar beam on the sea surface by tiny waves not
larger than ripples on the ocean surface. These ripples are called capillary waves and are defined
by the radar community as wavelengths in size up to a few centimetres [6]. Since the resolution cell
is much larger than the wavelength of each individual capillary, the resolution cell can be thought
of as a sum of the scatter contribution of many capillary waves [6]. The weak echoes received in
the radar are almost random. As long as the number of capillaries, or scatterers, is large compared
to the resolution cell, the scatterers will follow the central limit theorem and the received voltage
will therefore be near-Gaussian distributed [6]. If ergodicity is assumed, the statistics of all reso-
lution cells in the radar image can be compared to the statistics in one single resolution cell [12],
such that the distribution of sea clutter under calm sea conditions when only capillary waves are
present can then be assumed to also be near-Gaussian. When the sea is completely calm, almost
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all of the transmitted beams are specularly reflected as shown in figure 4 a), and there will be little
or no sea clutter. There will be more backscatter at high depression angles than low depression
angles as will be explained in the next section. Following the Beaufort wind scale, capillary waves
will appear the moment the wind is greater than 4 knots (sea state two), in other words as long as
there is wind above the level of a breeze there will be capillary waves [6]. When capillary waves are
present more of the transmitted beam will be backscattered as shown in figure 4 b), and the sea
clutter will increase. This, we assume, is because the backscatter is frequently containing more of
the specular part. Although, not directly explaining this assumption physically, this is confirmed
by [6]. As wind is increasing, larger waves will appear which mariners call gravity waves [6]. The
capillary waves will be superimposed on these larger waves, and the strength of the received sea
clutter will increase for reasons that will become apparent in a moment. As figure 4 c) shows, the
presence of gravity waves will locally, at facing wave fronts, increase the depression angle of the
transmitted beam which will result in more backscatter [6]. Furthermore, forward reflection near
wave troughs might multipath to the facing wave and further increase the amount of backscatter
received in the radar. For low depression angles, and dependent on the size of the gravity waves,
there will be a radar shadow by the wave crest opposite of the radar [6]. For large gravity waves
relative to the spatial resolution of the radar, wave crests might occupy several resolution cells and
might be identified as objects on the radar display [6]. The clutter will therefore have a textured
appearance [3], and will no longer be fully random, which means that we expect a non-Gaussian
distribution [6]. Because the inclination of the wave front is steeper if the radar is facing the wind
than if the radar is looking down the wind, the sea clutter will have stronger returns upwind than
downwind [6]. As the wind gets stronger and the gravity waves larger, the facing wave front will
steepen resulting in more sea clutter. Although, the inclination of the wave front will not steepen
beyond sea state five, and the received sea clutter will therefore stop increasing significantly for
sea states higher than 5 [6]. If the sea is very rough and chaotic the wave crests get sharper and
occasionally break and result in an increasing amount of so called sea spikes. This is a very steep
wave front that will result in much backscatter. Such sea spikes might be falsely declared as targets
by the detection algorithm implemented in the radar. Because of the fact that the sea spikes might
appear on several successive scans, even the binary integrator might not be able to reject them
[6]. This is because the binary integrator looks for a correlation between successive scans for the
decision of discarding the information or not [6]. As the fluctuation of the gravity waves becomes
larger, with longer wavelengths, it can be assumed that the sea clutter will be less Gaussian since
the fluctuation occupies several resolution cells. It is known that a Log-normal distribution well
describes the rough sea state with the frequent appearance of sea spikes, but this probability den-
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sity distribution (PDF) is not able to describe both the calm sea state and the rough sea state and is
therefore not practical [6]. The Weibull distribution is more flexible and can both describe the calm
and rough sea states, and has frequently been used to model sea clutter in marine radars [13, 6].
In the SAR community, radar images assuming a constant RCS are often modelled using an Expo-
nential distribution for a single look intensity (SLI) image and using a Gamma distribution for a
multi looked intensity (MLI) image [3, 1]. The assumption of constant RCS is only valid for low sea
states or for images with low resolution, in other words for images containing no texture [3]. When
texture is present, as is the case for high resolution radar images of ocean in high sea states, the
fluctuating RCS is often modelled using the Gamma distribution. The compound K-distribution
has been suggested to describe clutter when texture is present, and will be briefly discussed in the
following sections [14, 3]. See appendix A for more information about these distributions.
Figure 4: a) The distribution of backscatter under calm sea state. b) The distribution of backscatter with capillary
waves. c) The distribution of backscatter on swell without capillary waves.
2.4.3 Speckle
Speckle is a phenomenon that occurs in coherent imaging systems such as SAR, laser or ultra-
sound. For that reason it is to be assumed that it also occurs in coherent marine radars. It looks
like noise in an image, but since speckle is a part of the signal and does contain information, it is by
definition no noise [3]. There would be no speckle if a resolution cell only contained one individual
scatterer. It occurs when each resolution cell is a distribution of scatterers.
In order to understand speckle it is helpful to summarize how it is modelled. Below is the sim-
ple speckle model where each resolution cell is modelled as a discrete sum of individual scatterers
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each with its own amplitude and phase.
A(mn)e iφ
(mn) =ΣNk=1 Ak e iφk (26)
Here m and n are indexes for the amplitude and phase of the resolution cell at column m and row
n of the image. A is the complex amplitude defined as A = r e iθ, where r is the amplitude and the
exponential is the initial phase. Equation (1) can be generalized to include j to M channels, and


















This model can be seen as a random walk in the complex plane where the phase is uniformly
distributed between 0 and 2π. Because the amplitude and the phase will both add and destruct
randomly we get interference which explains the noise-like pattern [3]. The probability density
function (PDF) of the speckled backscatter depends on whether or not the number of scatterers
N in the resolution cell is large enough for the central limit theorem (CLT) to be valid, that is
N → ∞. If the CLT is satisfied the in-phase (A cos φ) and the quadrature(A si n φ) component
will be Gaussian distributed with zero mean, the amplitude will follow a Rayleigh distribution, the
intensity (I = A2) an Exponential distribution, the log intensity a Fischer-Tippett distribution, and
the multi-looked intensity will follow a Gamma distribution [3]. Since the resolution cell for a ma-
rine radar is much larger than the size of a capillary wave and the scatter return from capillaries
can be considered random, the backscatter due to capillary waves can be assumed to follow the
central limit theorem. This is confirmed by the fact that the distribution of capillary waves alone
follow the Gaussian distribution as explained in chapter 2.4.2 [6]. If the number of individual scat-
terers N is not large enough, the CLT is not satisfied and other models must be used that are more
suited to describe the speckle. This happens if the resolution to the sensor is very high, and/or
the wavelength of the signal is large relative to the resolution cell. This will also be the case if the
surface is very rough relative to the wavelength, for example with gravity waves of significant size
[3].
2.4.4 The Product Model
To find a statistical model describing the clutter in rough sea states, as in figure 4 d), the product
model can be used. This model is extensively used in the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) commu-
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nity [3]. The product model separates the intensity into a part for the clutterσ and an uncorrelated
multiplicative part n for the speckle, as given in equation 28.
I =σn (28)
Using Bayesian statistics the probability distribution of the intensity is given by:
P (I ) =
∫ ∞
0
PI (I |σ)Pσ(σ)dσ (29)
Here PI (I |σ) is the correlated speckle component and Pσ(σ) is the fluctuation of the clutter com-
ponent (σ) which is the texture.
If the fluctuation of the clutter Pσ(σ) is modelled by the Gamma distribution, the intensity can be
modelled using the K-distribution, which is a three parameter distribution of the multiple of two
gamma distributions. The requirement is that the speckle can be described using a gamma distri-
bution [3]. It has been shown in [14] that sea clutter can be modelled using the K-distribution. We
will not be using the K-distribution in this thesis, but by showing that the Gamma distribution can
be used to model sea clutter at low sea states when Pσ(σ) is approximately constant, this thesis
might be a forerunner for future projects to test the K-distribution on marine radars.
2.5 Incidence Angle
As the distance from the transmitted beam to a scatterer increases the incidence angle to the scat-
terer is getting higher. This is visualized in figure 5. In the marine radar community depression
angle is often used to describe the angle between the transmitted pulse to the horizon [11]. The
backscatter will contain more of the specular part of the scattered microwave at high incidence
angles and low depression angles, such that the general brightness of the sea clutter will be higher
closer to the radar than further away. Water has the property that it is very specular and will act on
a microwave almost like a mirror [11].
2.6 Gain control methods
The received signal strength in a radar has a very large dynamic range, and a strong signal can be
a multiple of more than 100 dB to a weak signal [2]. There are several reasons for this variation in
signal strength. One reason is the attenuation of 1/r 4 due to increasing range as shown in 2.1 with
the radar equation. Another reason is that different targets reflect differently and have different
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Figure 5: Showing the amount of backscatter versus the amount of forward reflection for scatterers with increasing
range and decreasing depression angle (increasing incidence angle).
effective radar cross sections (RCS). To counter the difference in signal strength without either sat-
urating the receiver or loosing potential targets, different gain control methods are implemented
in the radar [2].
2.6.1 Sensitive Time Control (STC)
To counter the effect of the 1/r 4 signal attenuation, sensitive time control or also called swept
time constant is used. The STC adjust the gain very low at the time of transmission and then at an
increasing rate of r 4 [2]. With STC the radar is thus able to receive signals from close range without
being saturated, and is sensitive enough to be able to detect signals at long range. See figure 6 a).
Anti-clutter sea
Since the illuminated area depends on the beamwidth of the antenna and increase with range as
shown in figure 6 b), the sea clutter is proportional to r ×σ when we are assuming flat earth and
that the range increment ∆r stays the same, and σ is the radar cross section for the current sea
state and r is the range [2]. If the radar cross section were constant with respect to range the total
attenuation would thus be 1/r 3 and not 1/r 4 [2]. Although, as explained in chapter 2.4.4 and 2.5
the radar cross section of the sea is varying, and the true attenuation will therefore be somewhere
between the two. Anti-clutter sea is manually adjusted on the radar by the operator and suppress
the sea-clutter especially at close range to the radar. In reality it is reducing the effect of the STC
to have a rate closer to r 3 dependent on how high the anti-clutter sea is adjusted [2]. To a certain
range the maximum gain will be achieved and the anti-clutter sea will have no effect [2]. The
details of the STC and the anti-clutter sea is seldom revealed by the radar designer and it might
very well contain an algorithm that tries to estimate the current sea state and then adjust the STC
accordingly [6].
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Figure 6: a) Level of gain following a function (of time) r 4 for STC and r 3 for an anti-clutter sea (extreme) b)The
azimuth resolution decrease with increasing range and the illuminated area (black) will therefore increase as the range
(r) is increasing. The two cells shown have both the same range increment (∆r )
2.6.2 The logarithmic amplifier
To be able to both receive strong and weak signals, with a difference in signal strength as much as
100 dB, many radars are equipped with a logarithmic amplifier [2, 6]. The logarithmic amplifier
uses special limiting amplifiers such that the signal is separated in 10 dB increments as shown
in figure 12. The first amplifier saturates at 10 dB, and the next saturates to signals higher than
20 dB, and so forth. It continuous like this until the last amplifier with the desired maximum
saturation point is reached. Here only very strong signals are received [2]. In this way both very
weak signals and very strong signals are preserved. Exactly how many amplifiers that are used and
where they saturate depends on the radar and if sensitive time control (STC) is used prior to or
after the logarithmic amplification [2].
2.7 Detection Algorithms
A detection algorithm that is widely used on marine radars and also on SAR images [15, 6, 1], is
the Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) algorithm. In general, the algorithm will estimate statisti-
cal parameters such as the mean (µ) or the variance (σ) of a chosen probability density function
(PDF) for cells surrounding a particular cell (or group of cells) under evaluation. This cell (or cells)
is called the target cell(s), and the surrounding cells are called the background cells. A threshold
based on the estimated parameters is used for detection. This is the reason for the naming of the
algorithm, because the false alarm rate will stay constant. See figure 7 for an example of a two-
parameter CFAR (µ,σ) which uses a Gaussian PDF to describe the background statistics and t is a
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parameter decided in advance which depends on the desired false alarm rate PF A.
Figure 7: Illustrating the concept that a detection threshold between two intersecting PDF’s result in a probability of
false alarm and a probability of missed targets. For a two-parameter CFAR the threshold might be decided by using the
mean of the clutter PDF and a multiple of its standard deviation.
Sometimes so called guard cells are used as a buffer between target- and background cells. This
is to reduce the effect of target statistics mixing up with background statistics. Figure 8 gives an
example of target-, guard-, and background cells for a typical marine CFAR processor, and figure 9
gives an example of these cells in 2 dimensions used on SAR images.
2.7.1 Marine CFAR algorithms
Conventionally, the CFAR algorithm used on marine radars is performed after the signal is demod-
ulated down to baseband in the second detector. This signal is generally referred to as the video
signal and is an analogue signal [6]. An overview of the circuitry for the algorithm is given in fig-
ure 8 [15]. On state-of-the-art radars the reflected radar signal might be digitized almost directly
at input, so it can be assumed that the processor unit on these radars perform the detection algo-
rithm digitally. Other radars might digitize the signal directly at output from the second detector
[2]. The principle for the CFAR is nevertheless the same, and if the algorithm is as shown in fig-
ure 8, the CFAR will be performed on each radial separately and prior to the build up of the radar
image [15]. Detection is therefore performed using data from only one dimension (1-D), and differ
to CFAR algorithms used in SAR where a two dimensional sliding window is used [16]. There are
many different CFAR algorithms, but assumed to be for competitive reasons, the radar manufac-
turers seldom say which one they use on their specific radar. We will mention two, the CA-CFAR
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Figure 8: A typical CFAR algorithm for a maritime radar [15, 13, 18]
Figure 9: 2-D CFAR sliding window, where the innermost red window denotes the target window, the middle window
denotes the guard window, and the outermost window denotes the background window. a) Sliding window where the
guard window (blue) is surrounding the target window as a block. b) Sliding window where the guard window is formed
like a cross, and there are four background sub-windows [1]
and OS-CFAR, which seems to be the most common. The CA-CFAR is the simplest of them and
probably the most usual, the OS-CFAR was proposed by Rohling et. al. and is proved to perform
better in non-homogeneous clutter than the CA-CFAR [17].
2.7.2 CFAR algorithms used on SAR images
Target detection on SAR images is performed in two dimensions, as shown on the figure below,
since the whole image is built up without any prior processing. The advantage is that background
statistics are estimated from the data of two separate dimensions and not only in one dimension
as in marine radars, and will therefore probably result in a more accurate estimate. The CFAR
window is either chosen with guard windows surrounding the target pixels as in figure 9 a) or as
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shown in figure 9 b) [1]. In the sections below we will explain the basics of what we believe is the
most common CFAR algorithms used in marine radars. We will also explain the basics of the TS-
CFAR algorithm which we regard as one of the state-of-the-art CFAR algorithms proposed by Tao
et al. [1], and which will be tested on marine radar images in this thesis.
2.7.3 CA-CFAR
The cell averaging (CA) CFAR is the simplest of the CFAR algorithms and probably the most com-
mon. The average (µ) of the cells in the background window is calculated as shown in figure 8, and
the detection threshold is decided by multiplying µ by a predetermined parameter t . If c is the cell
under test (CUT), c is classified as a target if:
ccut >µt (30)
The mean µ is either linear or logarithmic (dB) depending on the IF-amplifier, and the second
detector in figure 8 can either be a linear- or square law detector [11]. It is common to use guard
cells around the target cell(s) for the CA-CFAR because nearby cells are often correlated with the
target cell(s) which means that using them will result in the value of µ being too high and not rep-
resentative for the background statistics. Other variants of the CA-CFAR is the greatest of - (GO) or
smallest of -(SO) CA-CFAR, where the mean parameter µwith greatest or smallest value is selected
from two or more subwindows [1, 15].
2.7.4 OS-CFAR
The order statistic (OS) CFAR is a non-parametric CFAR algorithm which was proposed by Rohling
et al. [17, 13]. The algorithm is proved to perform better than the CA-CFAR in non-homogeneous
clutter and also perform better than the CA-CFAR in multiple target situations [17]. The cells in the
background window is sorted by increasing signal strength (rank), and the k’th cell is chosen as the
mean for the underlying PDF for the algorithm. It is a technique adopted from image processing
[17], and k can for example be chosen to represent the median, minimum or for example the
maximum. Choosing k = 3N4 has been suggested to give good results [17]. The PDF of the chosen
k can be derived from using the following equation [17, 1]





[1−FC (c)]N−k [FC (c)]k−1 fC (c) (31)
If c is the cell under test, c is classified as a target if:
ccut >C(k)t (32)
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Where C(k) is the mean value calculated for the estimated PDF of the underlying model, for the k’th
rank, derived from equation 32, and t is a predetermined parameter dependent on the desired PF A
It was shown in [17] that guard cells will not be necessary for the OS-CFAR.
2.7.5 TS-CFAR
The truncated statistics (TS) CFAR proposed by Tao et al. is a detection algorithm that outper-
forms both the CA-CFAR and the OS-CFAR in multiple target situations [1]. It was shown in [1]
that it atleast performs on par with the iterative censoring (IC) CFAR, but is computational more
efficient. The IC-CFAR was proposed by Cui et al. and uses an outlier map that is updated itera-
tively. This map is used to remove outliers from the data to estimate a more accurate background
PDF [19]. IC-CFAR can be combined with other algorithms resulting in for instance in ICCA-CFAR
or ICOS-CFAR, if combined with CA- and OS-CFAR respectively [1]. The TS-CFAR uses a truncated
version of the background window to remove outliers, and uses an underlying truncated PDF for
the threshold decision. Targets can be considered outliers and can usually be removed from the
clutter statistics because of their high brightness. If the hypothesized PDF for the clutter is fX (x),
for a random variable X , the truncated PDF is fX (x|X ≤ t ) as shown in the equation below [1].




, if x ≤ t
0, otherwise
(33)
Here x is the value of a cell in the background window, t is the predetermined truncation level, and
FX (t ) is the normalization constant and CDF at truncation. By calculating the truncated version of
the hypothesized clutter PDF, which is the correct PDF for truncated data, the CFAR will be able to
model the clutter more accurately and therefore improve detection for situation where outliers are
present [1]. Since outliers are removed from data, it has been shown that the TS-CFAR algorithm
does not need guard cells [1].
Truncated Weibull PDF
To be able to use the TS-CFAR in Weibull distributed clutter, the truncated Weibull has to be found.
By plugging the Weibull PDF and CDF, shown in appendix A and B respectively, in equation 33 we
get the following truncated PDF for Weibull clutter:





)k−1 exp (− x
λ
)k
1−exp (− tλ)k (34)
where λ is the scale parameter, k is the shape parameter, and x ≤ t
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Truncated Gamma PDF
By plugging in the Gamma PDF and CDF which are also given in the appendix, we get the following
truncated version of the probability density distribution [1]:









As also explained in appendix B, the Gamma distribution that is frequently used in the SAR com-
munity is the distribution in terms of the parameters L and µ, where L is the equivalent numbers
of looks for a multi-looked radar image. The function γ(a,b) = ∫ b0 y a−1e−y d y is the incomplete
gamma function. The truncated version of the Gamma distribution in terms of the shape param-
eter k and the scale parameter θ is as follows:










2.8 Maximum Likelihood Estimator
The maximum likelihood estimator is an estimator used to estimate the parameters of a probabil-
ity density function [20]. It is based on the definition of likelihood which is that the estimation of
the value of the true parameter is the joint probability of that particular parameter for N samples.
If the samples are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) the maximum likelihood is given
by the function below:
L (p|x) = fX (x1 < X , x2 < X , ..., xN < X |p) =
N∏
i=1
fX (xi |p) (37)
Where p is the parameter which we want to estimate, and x = x1, x2, ...xN is the N samples. For a
radar image, each pixel can be considered the sum of many individual scatters, such that each pixel
can be considered an individual sample. As shown in equation 37 the assumption that each pixel
is i.i.d. has been made in order to justify the use of the maximum likelihood estimator, because
only when this is true is the joint probability the product of the sample PDFs [12]. To maximize
the likelihood, we try to find out where the derivative of L is zero. This is in general a complicated
equation unless we take the logarithm of the likelihood which can be done because the logarithm
is a function that increase monotonically. The maximum log-likelihood estimator for a parameter
p is thus [1]:
p̂ ⊆ argmax{logL (p|x)} (38)
The maximum likelihood estimators for the parameters of the PDFs used in this thesis is listed
below.
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MLE for the Weibull distribution
The log-likelihood function for the Weibull distribution is:









l og xi (39)
By using equation 38 with the restraint that k > 0 and λ > 0, and by solving this optimization
























Equation 41 and can only be solved numerically. In a similar way the parameters for the Gamma
and the truncated Gamma is also found, using the log-likelihood functions below.
MLE for the Gamma distribution
The log-likelihood function for the Gamma distribution using the scale parameter θ and the shape
parameter k is:









MLE for the truncated Gamma distribution
The log-likelihood function for the truncated Gamma distribution is [1]:
















By solving this optimization problem both µ and L can be estimated and are given by the following
functions.
2.9 Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test
The chi-square goodness of fit test, or also called the Pearson’s chi-squared test, is a measure of
how well observed data fit estimated data generated from a given distribution [12]. The test uses
an estimation of the Chi-square distribution to determine the goodness of fit, as shown in the
following equation. The hypothesis is that either the given distribution fits the observed data, or
the data is not.







Here Yi is the observed value of the ith bin, np̂i is the expected value of the ith bin, and n is the
number of independent trials [12]. To check the goodness of fit, the number we get, V , is compared
to a Chi-square distribution with k−1−d degrees of freedom, where k is the number of bins in the
histogram for the data and d is the number of estimated parameters used to generate the data.
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Chapter 3
How to extract raw data
Getting raw data from a marine radar has been proven to be much more difficult than originally
anticipated during this project. For that reason, and to help future projects, we will dedicate this
chapter to this particular problem. We will describe the whole process from transmitting the mi-
crowave to receiving it and getting a radar image on the monitor for a marine radar. We will do
this to highlight how the system works, why it works like this, and try to use block diagrams when
possible to make things clear.
3.1 Marine radar block diagram
General block diagrams for non-coherent and the coherent marine radars will be summarized in
this section. Afterwards, a description of where the data should be extracted and how the data was
extracted for the specific radars used during this project will follow.
3.1.1 Non-coherent pulse radar
The conventional marine radar is the non-coherent radar with a magnetron oscillator. A mag-
netron oscillator is built up as a thick copper cylinder with several circular cavities surrounded by
a strong permanent magnet. In the middle of the cylinder is the cathode (negative charge), and
the outer wall with the cavities is the anode (positive charge), see figure 10. Because of the ex-
tremely powerful magnetic field from the permanent magnet, the flow of electrons going from the
cathode towards the anode bends and interact with each other randomly and will eventually en-
ter the different cavities. The physical size of the circular cavities determines the frequency of the
microwaves that are generated. One of the cavities has an opening leading to the waveguide. The
microwaves exit this opening randomly and with random phase and are thus non-coherent [11].
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Figure 10: Illustration of a magnetron oscillator. The flow of electrons go from the cahtode towards the anode, but the
flow bends because of the strong permanent magnet surrounding the cylinder. The size of the cavities determines the
frequency of the generated microwaves [11]
Although, there exists pseudo-coherent magnetron radars where the transmitted wave is com-
pared to a stable reference oscillator, but they are generally obsolete and will not be mentioned
here [21]. In this project we have used data from the SEAHAWK polarimetric magnetron radar, the
SHN-X12, and we have also figured out how to extract raw data from a FURONO radar, model FAR-
3210, which also is non-coherent. Below in figure 11 is a general block diagram for a non-coherent
radar [11]: The generated microwaves, in radio frequency (RF), from the magnetron is separated
into pulses with desired pulse repetition frequency (PRF) by the modulator unit which controls the
trigger input and the pulse-forming network (PFN). In conjunction with the magnetron the PFN
decides the length and shape of the pulses that are transmitted [11]. The transmitted pulses enters
a coupler that connects to the duplexer and the mixer [11]. The duplexer handles the transmitted
pulses and the received pulses and make sure they are not mixed and that the receiver is not dam-
aged by the high intensity of the transmission. The transmitted pulses from the coupler is used
to calibrate the local oscillator (LO) to make a suitable reference wave for the mixer. The received
echo pulses enter the duplexer and the mixer and these waveforms are mixed with the waveforms
produced by the LO [11]. The output from the mixer are pulses with frequency of about 50 Mhz,
the so called intermediate frequency (IF). A simplified explanation of what the mixer does is given
in equation 45. Here the first term is the frequency at the input of the mixer (about 9.4 Ghz for a
X-band radar), and the second term is the reference wave from the LO which is calibrated by the
automatic frequency control (AFC) circuit. What really happens is that the signal and the reference
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Figure 11: General block diagram of a non-coherent magnetron radar [11, 6]
is multiplied together which will produce sum and difference frequencies beating together. The
sum frequency is discarded and the difference frequency will be about 50 Mhz [6]. The mixer is
sometimes called the first detector [6].
9400 Mhz − 9350 Mhz = 50Mhz (45)
The output from the mixer, now at IF, enters the IF amplifier where the signal is bandpass filtered
and often logarithmically amplified [6]. Figure 12 shows an example of a logarithmic amplifier
circuit with diodes that demodulates the signal to baseband (video) [6, 2]. The reason why the
signal is logarithmically amplified is to preserve the dynamic range and preserve targets with low
signal strength. A weak target, such as a target with low RCS as a partially submerged growler
(small iceberg), might be just as important to detect as a vessel made of metal with a large RCS
[11]. See chapter 2.6.2 for more information about the logarithmic amplifier. Regardless if the IF
amplifier is logarithmic or linear, the superimposed signal (the envelope) is removed from the IF
carrier by the demodulator, sometimes also called the second detector. The second detector is a
diode detector that demodulates the signal down to baseband. If the voltage is low and near the
origin of figure 13, the diode current is proportional to the voltage squared I ∝ V 2 and the diode
detector is a square-law detector. For such detectors the input voltage is proportional to signal
power or also called intensity [6]. If the input voltage is higher and well into the linear region in
figure 13 the detector is a linear demodulator and the diode current is proportional to the signal
voltage I ∝ V . Conventional radars use such linear detectors [6]. After the signal is demodulated
to baseband and has become a video signal it can be displayed on a monitor [6]. Except from some
pre-amplification and bandpass filtering to reduce noise, this signal is the unprocessed raw signal
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Figure 12: Logarithmic amplifier and demodulator (diode detectors) [6]
Figure 13: Simple drawing of a diode detectors electrical characteristics. At low voltage the diode is a square-law
detector and at higher voltage a linear detector [6].
[6]. It is at this step the raw signal can be extracted, and it is after this step the processor unit is im-
proving the detection capabilities of the radar with adaptive detection threshold generators, such
as CFAR, and improving detection by the use of binary integrators [11]. The signal might also at
this stage be digitized with a A/D converter for better processing capabilities, but the processing
might also be performed on the analogue signal directly by hardware units such as the CFAR units
shown in figure 8 [13, 15].
The following figure (14) shows where to extract the signal on the FURONO FAR-3210. This is a
4 V video signal, a azimuth signal from the azimuth encoder in the antenna containing 360 pulses
per full rotation (one pulse per degree), a trigger signal which corresponds to the PRF of the radar,
and a heading signal also from the antenna. The azimuth encoder in the antenna sends a azimuth
signal every time the antenna rotates at an increment of one degree, and a heading signal every
time the antenna has rotated one full rotation (one sweep)[11]. The trigger, azimuth and heading
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Figure 14: Part of the manual for the Furuno FAR-3210. Marked by red is where the raw video signal can be extracted.
The port is situated directly by the antenna, in the antenna box. This information was provided to us by IMES the Furono
radar supplier
signal are needed to be able to separate the signal into single pulses and to be able to separate the
signal into different azimuth resolution cells.
3.1.2 Coherent pulse radar
Phase coherent marine radars with solid state oscillators have been available since the mid twen-
tieth century. These have been frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radars, and are
able to separate targets at different range by continuously transmitting a beam of microwaves that
increase linearly in frequency (chirp), and by using a matched filter on the reflected beam in the
receiver [2]. Since these radars transmit using a large bandwidth they are able to achieve rela-
tively good resolution by using much less power than conventional non-coherent pulse radars.
The downside of FMCW radars is that they produce and receive a lot of interference, and have
for these reason mainly been used on navy vessels or smaller vessels used for fishing or leisure
activities [2]. We will only describe phase coherent solid state radars that are not transmitting con-
tinuous waves, but which transmit in pulses similar to the conventional magnetron radars. These
have recently become affordable for the shipping industry, and the UiT - the Arctic University of
Norway has a new model situated on the roof, a JRC radar, model JMR-9282 S-BAND , which we
have been able to use for the project. These radars go under the name: «Solid state radars» which
is a bit confusing since the FMCW radars also use solid state oscillators. The solid state radars
are also using frequency modulation, but transmit in short pulses to avoid interference with other
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Figure 15: A block diagram of a coherent solid state radar [11].
vessels [2]. These radars can achieve relatively good resolution spending much less power than
the non-coherent magnetron pulse radars, and since they use frequency modulation they are able
use doppler filters to better be able to detect moving targets [18]. Figure 15 shows a block diagram
of a typical moving target indicator (MTI) coherent pulse radar [11]:
For the JRC JMR-9282 radar we were able to extract the raw signal presumably at the stage after
the envelope detector in figure 15. The envelope detector for the JMR-9282 is a linear amplifier
according to the JMR-9282 manual which means that the extracted signal is proportional to the
signal voltage, the amplitude. According to PRONAV, the JRC distributor in Norway, the signal
processing is performed in the antenna (box underneath) and there is no straight forward way to
extract the I- and Q component. This is most likely only known by JRC and is proprietary infor-
mation. We were not able to get this information from JRC by contacting them directly. The raw
video signal is available at the port given in figure 16 radar interface circuit (at the bridge) and
is a 2 V negative signal. Additionally, a trigger signal, and a heading- and a azimuth signal (2048
per sweep) is available from the port. We extracted the video signal using the DSPNOR Multicast
Asterix CAT 240 scan streamer.
3.2 The DSPNOR Scan Streamer
In this thesis we have used the DSPNOR Multicast Asterix CAT 240 scan streamer to extract and
sample the raw video signal. As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter our motivation for
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Figure 16: Part of the technical manual for the JRC JMR-9282. Marked in red is where the raw video signal can be
extracted. The video is a 2 V negative signal, the trigger takes approximately 6µ seconds from startup to video signal
and is at 4 V. Both lines must be pulled up to 5 V at 1 kilo-ohm before they can be used. Information was given to us by
PRONAV the JRC distributor in Norway
writing this chapter is to help future projects facing this difficulty. This section will describe how
we solved the problem using the DSPNOR scan streamer and can therefore be considered a part
of the methodology of this thesis.
3.2.1 Technical Details
The DSPNOR Multicast Asterix CAT 240 board can convert any video stream to local area network
(LAN) data stream, in the Asterix CAT 240 protocol. It currently supports Atlas/SAM/TVA format,
Kelvin Hughes, Sperry Bridgemaster, Furuno, Consilium, and JRC, but can in practice support any
radar with a analogue video output [22]. The sampling rate of the scan streamer is from 50 MHz to
120 Mhz and the maximum dynamic resolution is 14 bits. The scan streamer used in our project
sampled the data at 8 bit resolution. We connected the scan streamer to the JRC JMR-9282 at the
port shown in figure 16. The details of which jumper to use on the scan streamer circuit board for
the specific radar was found using the technical manual provided by DSPNOR.
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Figure 17: Captured Ethernet frames displayed in Wireshark. The frames at Len=1056 is single pulses, the frames at
Len=608 defines the end of a sector, and the frames at Len=34 defines the end of a sweep.
3.2.2 Recording the LAN stream
The output from the DSPNOR Multicast Asterix CAT 240 scan streamer is a LAN data stream which
is possible to record on a computer using a network sniffer. We have used the open source network
protocol analyser, Wireshark. In Wireshark, each Ethernet frame can be analysed and sorted, see
figure (17) showing captured Ethernet frames by Wireshark from the scan streamer. By analysing
the frames we were able to separate the pulses in separate sweeps and save them as independent
Wireshark files (*.pcap).
3.2.3 Extracting the data from the Ethernet frames
By using the buit-in function pcaptomatlab() we were able to open each Ethernet frame in Matlab.
We used the Eurocontrol Standard Document for Survelliance Data Exchange Category 240 for
Radar Video Transmission [23] available on the internet to interpret the asterix protocol. From
here each frame could have been assembled together to make an image, but we had software from
DSPNOR available that was able to produce a PNG image of the data for us. The purpose of this
thesis was not to produce a radar image from separate pulses, but to test detection algorithms on
raw data. We were able to do playback of the pcap files for the DSPNOR software by the use of the




In this chapter we will give a thoroughly explanation of how we got our data, and how we imple-
mented the TS-CFAR algorithm and what changes we had to do to the algorithm in order to use it
on a maritime system. We have performed the algorithm both on an image (2-D) and on a radial
(1-D). In order to use the TS-CFAR, the statistics for the sea clutter needed to be recognized and
we had to find an appropriate model to describe it. We then had to calculate the truncated version
of this model (PDF) which have been used in the algorithm.
4.1 Getting the data
The first challenge for the project was to find a way to extract raw data from the two radars we have
situated on the roof of our department of the University of Tromsø (UiT). As explained in chapter
2, one of our radars is a non-coherent (magnetron) FURONO FAR-3210, and the other is a coher-
ent (solid state) JRC JMR:9282. By contacting our suppliers we figured out where to extract our
data which is shown in figure 14 and figure 16. Optimally, we would want to be able to extract the
quadrature-phase (Q) and In-phase (I) component for the solid state radar, but it seems to be no
straight forward way of doing this. We tried to look for any output in the antenna (figure 18 a)),
but without any luck. By contacting JRC directly and via the supplier for JRC in Norway (PRONAV)
we got a strong indication that either this is not possible, or this is confidential information that
JRC do not want to share for competitive reasons. Our supplier for the scan streamer (DSPNOR)
confirmed our suspicion that the signal for the JRC JMR:9282 is probably digitized directly at in-
put to the receiver, which also complicated the issue because we would have needed equipment
that interprets this information, which probably only JRC is in possession of. Our objective had
to change and we had to settle with the amplitude signal extracted from the slave output, see fig-
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Figure 18: a) Searching for any output for the Q- and I component in the the NKE-2632 antenna situated on the roof
of the Univercity of Tromsø. b) Screenshot of the Android display for the Scan Viewer sofware while displaying real time
raw data from the JRC JMR:9282
ure 16. Our focus was now on sampling the analogue video signal, containing the trigger signal, the
azimuth signal, and the actual backscatter for each beam (radial). We used an analogue oscillator
and were able to visualize the un-processed radar signal, but we had no equipment available that
could be used to digitize the signal. We contacted DSPNOR which were able to provide us with
both the hardware and software necessary to extract the raw analogue signal, sampling it, and
give us the possibility of real time display. The DSPNOR Multicast Asterix CAT 240 scan streamer
was used, which converts the video stream to LAN. The details have been explained in chapter 2
and will be omitted here. Figure 18 shows the scan viewer display (DSPNOR software) when it is
receiving real time raw data from the JRC JMR:9282 in Tromsø. As is evident from figure 18 and
19, our radars do not see much ocean from our position, and especially not from different inci-
dence angles. Furthermore, strong interference from building nearby and ships in port prevent us
from capturing good and representative sea clutter statistics. We had to get our data elsewhere.
Sea-Hawk were kind enough to invite us to Bergen to capture data using one of their polarimetric
radars, so much of the data used in this thesis is captured using the Sea-Hawk radar SHN-X12. Us-
ing the DSPNOR Multicast Asterix CAT 240 scan streamer the raw video signal (baseband) was con-
verted to LAN, and we were able to capture (sniff) the LAN data using WIRESHARK (open source
software) installed on a laptop with a windows 10 operating system. To play back the captured
data we used COLASOFT which is another open source software that is able to do LAN playback.
Using WIRESHARK we were able to separate the recorded data in separate sweeps. In WIRESHARK
each of the relevant Ethernet frames are either a radial containing the backscatter plus some meta-
data (Length > 1000), a frame that defines the end of the sector (Length > 500), and a final frame
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Figure 19: a) Screenshot of the JRC JMR:9282 monitor showing processed data. b) Un-proccessed data from the scan
streamer. Notice the strong interferrence from the crane to the left. There is a small vessel seen slighly to the left of the
bridge in b). This target is not detected in a) since it is too close to the bridge. Both a) and b) are captured at the same
time, at UTC 14:14:54
that defines the end of the sweep (Length > 50). By knowing this we were able to separate the
different recordings in separate sweeps. Each sweep could therefore be saved as an independent
WIRESHARK file (*.pcap) and by using COLASOFT to play back each sweep separately and by us-
ing DSPNOR software, we were able to get a PNG image from each sweep. To get the data for the
radial (1-D) algorithm we extracted the payload data for the WIRESHARK frame, one by one, and
opened them in MATLAB using the built in function pcaptomatlab(). To interpret the metadata
stored at the beginning of the frame, we used Eurocontrol Standard Document for Surveillance
Data Exchange Category 240 Radar Video Transmission, which is available on the internet.
4.2 The recording process
The way we collected our data at SEAHAWK in Bergen and in Tromsø is as follows. In order to com-
pare the TS-CFAR algorithm with present detection algorithms we had to record raw un-processed
data and processed data simultaneously. The recording of the un-processed data was as previously
mentioned performed using the scan streamer, and the recording of processed data was simply
done by taking screen shots of the radar monitor or filming the monitor directly using a hand held
camera. In Bergen at SEAHAWK, the radar monitor was uploaded to a local http server, and screen
shots were captured on a computer automatically. One screen shot of the radar monitor was cap-
tured for every antenna sweep. To further confirm what was recorded, the view from our position
was filmed using a GoPRO camera and a Canon Eos 100D camera on a tripod using a 70-300 mm
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lens, which had the possibility of getting close up visual data of ships or other interesting targets.
The timestamp on the cameras were synchronized with the watch on the radar monitors which
is displayed in UTC time. Each Ethernet frame with the un-proccessed recordings also include a
UTC timestamp, but notes were also written in case of erroneous data. Our direct line of sight in
Bergen was about 10 kilometers and in Tromsø only about 2 kilometers, see figure 20 and figure 18.
Figure 20: A transparent nautical map layered on top of a PNG image of recorded raw data from SEAHAWK in Bergen.
Both maps have been downloaded from www.norgeskart.no
The weather in Bergen at the time of the recording was sunny and the sea was calm, but with the
presence of capillary waves. All in all what is defined as sea state 2 according to the Beaufort scale .
At the time of the recording in Tromsø, the weather was overcast with the possibility of local show-
ers and the sea state was also Beaufort number 2. Look at figure 21 and figure 19 for the sea states
of the recording in Bergen and Tromsø respectively.
4.3 How incidence angle change clutter statistics
We first had to test if the statistics of the sea clutter is changing for increasing incidence angle.
To do this we first separated a radar image (PNG), each with increasing range and thus decreasing
incidence angle. We did our best to ensure that there were only open ocean in the different sections
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Figure 21: Image of Byfjorden in Bergen at the time of the recording. Far to the left is the tip of Holsnøy just visible,
which is the end of the line of sight as shown in figure 20. The image is captured by a Canon EOS 100D with a 30-700mm
lens.
and no targets present. We did this by looking at screen shots of successive scans captured from the
SEAHAWK radar monitor (shown in figure 23), and looked for correlated differences that suggests a
moving target. The histograms we got from four different sections, and an image displaying these
sections are shown in figure 22. For further clarification, figure 20 shows a transparent section
of a nautical map overlaying the radar image. This clearly shows that only the landscape in line
of sight of the radar is visible, and for a radar at low grazing angles such as marine radars most
of the landscape will therefore be undetected. All the steps just explained were performed using
MATLAB.
Figure 22: a) Un-processed PNG recorded at SEAHAWK in Bergen. Four sector are extracted, sector 1 to 4 at increasing
range. b) Histogram of the extracted data of the four sectors from up to 6 successive sweeps. The mean brightness µ is
decreasing from sector 1 to sector 2 and then increasing.
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The overall shape of the histograms does not change much, but they all seem to contain a large
amount of pixels with value zero (0 = black), which we expect is because the gain might have been
adjusted too low during the recording for the full statistics to be captured, or the receiver was not
sensitive enough. This might just as well be the purpose of the radar designer since clutter and
noise is not wanted and the priority is to suppress it to improve detection. All the statistics with
potentially lower values than what is shown in b) are accumulated in bin number zero because
these values were too low to be captured. This is also the case for the recorded data in Tromsø by
the JRC solid state radar, see figure 29. Because of side-lobe effects from nearby buildings in sector
one, it is possible that this sector contains more contaminated pixels than the other sectors and
might explain the longer tail. In general we would expect the mean of the brightness to decrease
with respect to range and not increase as we see in 22 b). This is because the amount of backscatter
received decrease with decreasing depression angle as explained in chapter 2.5. The result in 22b)
might be explained as an overcompensating STC, since the gain might be adjusted to compensate
for a 1/r 4 attenuation when in reality the attenuation is less. By looking at the screen shot of
the radar monitor at the time of the recording it is evident that the anti-sea clutter was off which
strengthens the suspicion, see figure 23. This is because the anti-clutter sea is lowering the gain
as explained in chapter 2.6.1. Although, this uncertainty lead us to investigate the possibility of
the sea statistics not being fully captured, and if what we see might mostly be thermal noise. If the
captured statistics is mostly noise, this would also explain the mean getting brighter for decreasing
incidence angle. As the incidence angle is decreasing, less sea statistics will be captured, but the
distribution of thermal noise will stay the same regardless of the range from the origin. This means
that sector 3 and sector 4 are brighter because these sectors contain virtually no sea statistics and
only contain thermal noise. To test this hypothesis we extracted data from a part of the radar image
where we expect no real echoes, and checked if the distribution matches with the distribution of
the four sections found in 22 b). As the last histogram in 22 b) shows, the noise is almost identical
to the distributions we see in the two last sectors, 3 and 4. This does not mean that the recordings
at SEAHAWK is useless, since the detection algorithm needs to be able to detect targets in thermal
noise just as well as in sea clutter. Although, we had to get additional data in order to find an
appropriate model for the sea clutter.
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Figure 23: SEAHAWK radar monitor at the time of the recording of the unprocessed image given in figure 22. The anti
clutter sea were turned off as can be seen in lower right corner a) (Sea State 0 at 0 %). The sail boat used in some of the
results is shown in b). The same sail boat is seen in c) cut in into the image from a sweep earlier in time (16 minutes).
The boat in c) is smaller compared to the same boat in b) illustrating the azimuth resolution size being larger at longer
range. d) The processed image is scan to scan integrated (3 scans).
DSPNOR was very helpful and provided us with data which is presumably captured using the
same Sea-Hawk radar as in figure 22, but sampled with higher spatial resolution. Now the mean
brightness is getting darker with increasing range and decreasing depression angle which is as ex-
pected from sea clutter. This is shown in figure 24. Note that the outskirts of this radar image is at
about 5000 meters from the radar, which means that the histogram of sector 4 in figure 24 is best
compared to sector 2 in figure 22. It is evident that at long range the backscatter from the sea is
so weak that the clutter distribution becomes more like the distribution of thermal noise alone.
The sea clutter is always a mix of sea statistics and thermal noise [6, 11], so this result is not sur-
prising. Nevertheless, a PDF needs to be found that is flexible enough to model the clutter PDF
at any range. Furthermore, this tells us that the TS-CFAR algorithm must have windows contain-
ing data that are of similar range from the radar in order to maintain a constant false alarm rate.
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The bright streaks clearly seen in the blocked sector of the radar image in figure 24 is probably
radio interference from other radars or broadband devices, and explain the long tail of the noise
distribution.
Figure 24: a) Radar image (PNG) of un-processed data recorded at SEAHAWK in Bergen and borrowed from DSPNOR.
This is the same area as in figure 20 and 22, but sampled wih higher spatial resolution. b) Histogram of the extracted
data of the four sectors from this image (1 sweep).
4.4 Workflow of the marine CFAR algorithm
First a sector map was created as shown in figure 25 b). This sector map contained filters, for all
sub-sectors which the algorithm could use to extract data. The filters were images of value one
for indexes contained in the sector and value zero for indexes outside the sector. This sector map
is created in advance and can be designed with desired window sizes. The work flow of the algo-
rithm is shown in figure 25 a). The cell under test (CUT) with the sliding window follow indexes
defined by the sub-sector map. With this method polar window sliding is achieved. The back-
ground window is truncated for the TS-CFAR and then fed into the CFAR processor. The CFAR
processor calculated the threshold by using the underlying model and predetermined truncation
depth and PF A. Minimizing T is an optimization problem solved in MATLAB by using the built-in
function fminsearch(). The theory behind the CFAR processor were given in chapter 2.7.5.
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Figure 25: a) The workflow for the marine CFAR algorithm. b) The sub-sector map. Each small sector is a filter image




In this chapter the results of comparing the TS-CFAR with the CA-CFAR will be presented. We will
use the TS-CFAR that models the sea clutter using the truncated Gamma model. The TS-CFAR
was developed by Tao et al. [1] and discussed in chapter 2.7.5. Conventionally the CA-CFAR in
marine radars have been using the Rayleigh or the Weibull PDF to model the sea clutter [6, 13].
To strengthen the comparison between the TS-CFAR and the CA-CFAR we have used both a CA-
CFAR that is modelled using the Weibull distribution and a CA-CFAR that is modelled using the
Gamma distribution. First, a model comparison will be given to justify the use of the Gamma
model on marine radars. A thorough review of the sea clutter statistics is also essential in the
comparison between marine radars and SAR, as the underlying model for a detection algorithm
is very important for the accuracy of the detection. We have used data from the SEAHAWK radar
captured in Bergen and data from the JRC JMR:9282 captured in Tromsø. Images with only one
target and images with multiple targets will be used in the comparison.
5.1 Sea clutter model comparison for captured data
Sea clutter has been modelled in marine radars using the Rayleigh distribution, which is also men-
tioned in chapter 2.4.4 [24]. Studies have shown that for low sea states when the distribution of
capillary waves is near Gaussian distributed, this model is a good fit to the data [6]. This is under
the assumption that amplification in the radar receiver is linear and the voltage is thus propor-
tional to the amplitude of the signal [6, 13]. Furthermore, studies has also shown that the Log
normal distribution is a good model for high sea states because of its long tail [6, 13]. None of
the models mentioned above is flexible enough to describe both low- and high sea states. For this
reason, the Weibull distribution which is a two parameter PDF, was proposed by Sekine et al. [13]
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to describe the full sea clutter statistics. The Weibull distribution equals the Rayleigh distribution
when its shape parameter k equals to 2, and has a longer tail for higher k ′s and will for that reason
be somewhere between the Rayleigh and the Log normal for high sea states [6]. See appendix B for
a more thorough explanation of the PDF’s mentioned. In the SAR community the Gamma model
is often used to model sea clutter, particularly for multi-looked intensity images, and is also a two
parameter PDF [3]. If the Gamma model proves to be sufficiently good at modelling sea clutter
from data captured by marine radars, algorithms developed by the SAR community might be di-
rectly used on marine radars for the benefit of the maritime community, and opposite. It is very
important to find a good model for the clutter in order to improve detection of a CFAR algorithm.
For these reasons, we tried to see which of the four different distributions that had the best fit for
our data. We used maximum likelihood to estimate the different parameters for the Rayleigh-, Log
normal-, Gamma-, and the Weibull distribution, which is simple to do in MATLAB by using the
built-in functions raylfit(), lognfit(), gamfit() and wblfit() respectively. We have used the parame-
ters calculated using a 95 % confidence interval. Figure 26 shows the result of the comparison for
high resolution SEAHAWK data and figure 27 for low resolution SEAHAWK data, corresponding to
figure 24 and figure 22 respectively. Figure 28 shows the result for data captured in Tromsø by the
JRC solid state radar. Only the tails including the last brightness levels are included since that is
the relevant part for detection using CFAR as shown in chapter 2.7.5 and figure 7. The histograms
are given in decibel scale. Discarding pixels with value 0 will probably improve detection for data
such as for the low resolution data captured at Sea-Hawk in Bergen, and for the low resolution data
captured by the JRC radar in Tromsø . By comparing the histogram in figure 29 by the histogram
in figure 28 it is evident that discarding zero value pixels improves detection. Most of the PDF’s
shown in figure 29 fit the data better. We also performed the chi-squared goodness of fit test by
using the chi2gof() function in MATLAB which also confirms this hypothesis, and the results from
this test are given in figure 30. According to the goodness to fit test and the model comparison it
is the Weibull and the Gamma that fit the data best, except for sector one for the low resolution
Sea-Hawk data, where the Log normal distribution fit the data best. The sector might have been
to long at this range as the brightness for the clutter is changing rapidly at short range. This can be
seen by comparing figure 24 by figure 22. Sector one in the low resolution image covers the same
range as sector one, two and three in the high resolution image. The distribution might therefore
be a mixture , which might explain the long tail. The Gamma model fit the data best for sector one
and sector three, and the Weibull model fit the data best for sector two and sector four for the high
resolution data according to the goodness of fit test. Although, by looking at the tail in figure 26 for
sector four it is evident that the Weibull misses the brightest pixels and that actually the Rayleigh
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Figure 26: Comparison of four differet PDF’s to the data from the four sectors in figure 24 of the high resolution radar
image captured by the SEAHAWK radar. The star denotes the goodness of fit test winner
fit the tail better. It is fair to say that the Gamma model describes the sea clutter at low sea states
sufficiently, and we can therefore go on by testing the performance of the CFAR algorithms using
this distribution. As a last model comparison we extracted data from a sector containing the large
wake behind the ship in figure 24. This is the closest we come to a high sea state for our data, and
the waves are probably most similar to swell as was discussed in chapter 2.4.2. The sea clutter will
therefore have a textural appearance which is clearly evident looking at the image. The Gamma
distribution proves to be the best fit for this data which is shown in figure 31.
5.2 Algorithm performance on a single target image
We will here present the result of the comparison between the CA-CFAR and the TS-CFAR. We will
test the algorithms on data captured by the Sea-Hawk radar for both low and high resolution, and
on data captured by the JRC in Tromsø. We have used a window of size 33×33 for the background
window for the first two experiments, and for the CA-CFAR on the first experiment we have used a
guard window of size 5×5. The window size must be kept relatively small since the clutter statistics
is changing with respect to range as explained in chapter 2.5. For the CA-CFAR the guard window
must be large since targets might occupy several pixels on radar images captured by marine radars.
For the same reason the truncation depth for the TS-CFAR must also be high, in order to make
sure that absolutely all targets are removed from the background statistics. We decided to have
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Figure 27: Comparison of four differet PDF’s to the data from the four sectors in figure 22 of the low resolution radar
image captured by the SEAHAWK radar. The histograms in a) include the pixels with value 0 and for the histograms
in c), pixels with value 0 are removed. The parameters in b) corresponds to the histograms in a). The star denotes the
goodness of fit test winner
Figure 28: Comparison of four different PDF’s to captured data from the JRC solid state radar in Tromsø. Data is
collected from 6 successive sweeps with a total samle space of 7008 pixels. Both sectors is at the same range and was
the only areas where we could extract uncontaminated sea clutter. The darker clutter area at shorter range than the two
sectors we expect is the data from the short pulse transmitted by the radar ahead of the main frequency modulated pulse.
The star denotes the goodness of fit test winner
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Figure 29: a) Histogram of the extracted data from the two sectors in figure 28 of 6 successive sweeps. The data probably
contain so many pixels with value 0 for the same reasons as explained in section 4.3 b) Comparison of the four PDF’s
when bin 0 is removed, notice that the Weibull distribution now equals the Rayleigh distribution with k ≈ 2 which is
expected at low sea states. c) Histogram with bin 0 removed. The star denotes the goodness of fit test winner.
Figure 30: Table of the goodness of fit score for the different PDF’s on data extracted from the SEAHAWK radar provided
to us by DSPNOR (high resolution) at the first column, and data from the SEAHAWK radar at low resolution both with
and without zeros in the next columns, and then the same for the JRC radar. The boxed ones with color is the test winners
for each sector.
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Figure 31: Comparison of the four PDFs on data containing the ship’s wake seen in figure 24. The Gamma distribution
fit the data well and better than the other distributions. The goodness of fit test scores were: 1) Gamma - 1.8×10−9 2)
Weibull - 3.4×10−40 3) Log normal - 6.2×10−44 4) Rayleigh - 2.8×10−109
a truncation depth of 15 % for the first two experiments. This ratio we found by counting the
amount of target pixels in sort of the worst case scenario, when there are very many target pixels in
the background window, and finding the ratio of target pixels to the total amount of pixels in the
window. We then added an extra 5 % to be sure. The truncation level is calculated by reshaping
the image to a vector and sorting the pixels of the image by increasing brightness and then cut
the brightest part in accordance to the truncation depth. Thus for a truncation depth of 15 %, the
85 % darkest pixels are kept and the rest is discarded. The truncation depth can also be adjusted
empirically:
t = tc ×xmax (46)
Where xmax is the brightest pixel in the image and tc ∈ [0,1] is a constant.
5.2.1 Experiment 1
The first experiment was performed on a polar section extracted from sector three of the high reso-
lution Sea-Hawk radar image. An example of a background window containing many target pixels
is shown in figure 32 a) and the result of truncating 15 % of the brightest pixels. The image is one
of the many background windows for the TS-CFAR sliding window used on the sector shown in b).
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Moreover, the performance of the different CFAR algorithms are shown, and a histogram of clutter
statistics from a sliding window containing no clutter is shown in c) and d). The sliding window
has a 5×5 guard window shown as a dark square in the middle, and is used for the CA-CFAR. The
results are shown both for PF A = 10−2 and for PF A = 10−6. The Weibull model was compared to the
Gamma model for the CA-CFAR, and it is evident that the CA-CFAR using the Weibull model de-
tected more target pixels at PF A = 10−6. This result agrees with the estimated Weibull and Gamma
distributions shown in c). Look particularly at the tail shown in decibel scale. The Gamma distri-
bution has a longer tail, but only where there are no pixels, and as the PF A is lowered the threshold
will be pushed further to the right. It is safe to say that the TS-CFAR outperforms the CA-CFAR on
this section, even when the truncated Gamma distribution is used and not the truncated Weibull.
In other words, the TS-CFAR is best compared to the CA-CFAR that uses the Gamma model. By
increasing the PF A on the TS-CFAR, the wake behind the ship is also detected. This could be of
interest depending on what the purpose is for the detection algorithm. If the purpose is pure
ship detection and keeping the clutter and noise level at its absolute minimum, the radar designer
would want to adjust the PF A very low.
5.2.2 Experiment 2
Next, in figure 33, the algorithms were tested on a weak target at considerable range. It is a sail
boat between sector 3 and sector 4 in figure 22, and it is about 10 km range from the radar. The
sector in figure 33 is thus extracted from a low resolution radar image captured at Sea-Hawk. The
pixels with value 0 were removed from the data as discussed in section 5.1. The results from using
the CA-CFAR with the Gamma model is identical to the result using the TS-CFAR which is not
surprising since there is only one small target present, and truncating the data will therefore have
little benefit. At the outskirts of the sector the background window sees some land, as shown in c)
and truncation successfully removes these pixels as shown in the lower image. The Weibull model
has a better fit for the data as shown on the decibel scale in b), and also got the highest score using
the goodness of fit test. For that reason, the CA-CFAR using the Weibull distribution outperforms
both the TS-CFAR and the CA-CFAR which both are using the Gamma model. The truncation
depth is kept at 15 %, but the guard window for the CA-CFAR is reduced in size to 3×3 since the
spatial resolution is much lower, and the targets do not occupy several pixels. Furthermore, the
sail boat is also detected in the processed image in figure 23 b), seen in the upper left corner.
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Figure 32: Result from using CFAR on b), a selected sector containing one target. The ship is magnified in a), which
is one of the 33× 33 sliding windows used for the CFAR algorithm. The image just below is the same window that is
truncated for the TS-CFAR alogrithm. The histogram in c) contains data extracted from one of the sliding windows
containing only clutter, which is shown in d). This sliding window contains a 5x5 guard window. The ship with the
wake is the same as seen in figure 24 just below sector 3.
5.2.3 Experiment 3
Finally, the results from using the CFAR algorithms on captured data from the JRC radar in Tromsø
is shown in figure 34. Since the spatial resolution of our data was very low and because of the lo-
cation of our radar, very little sea clutter was captured and all the data was surrounded by land
clutter. We nevertheless made an attempt for the CFAR and model comparison, on the sector
shown in a). For the reason just mentioned we used a small background window for all the algo-
rithms of only 13×13 pixels. We kept the guard window for the CA-CFAR at 3×3 pixels. Because
land clutter is dominant in the image we used a very high truncation depth of 70 % for the TS-
CFAR which results in a truncation level of 44. As seen in figure 34 by comparing b) and c), it is
evident that the land clutter is removed from the statistics by the truncation. The pixels with value
zero are removed from the data as discussed in the previous section and the histogram and model
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Figure 33: Results from using CFAR on a) which is a sail boat at about 10 km range. The image above is captured by
the Canon EOS 100D. Det data for the histogram in b) is extracted from a background window that is only containing
clutter. Pixels with value 0 is removed from the data. The star denotes that the Weibull got the highest goodness to fit test
score. The background window in the upper right corner c) contains both the sail boat and some land, and the image
below is the truncated version.
comparison is shown in figure 29. None of the algorithms perform very well, but they are able
to detect both ships at PF A = 10−2. Since none of the algorithms were able to detect the ships at
PF A = 10−6, the comparison is performed at higher probability of false alarm. The CA-CFAR that
was modelled using the Weibull distribution was able to detect both ships even at PF A = 10−5, but
since the other two did not detect the ships at that rate they are compared by using PF A = 10−3.
The Weibull model is a better fit to the sea clutter as shown in figure 29 which explains why the
CA-CFAR using this modell outperforms both the CA-CFAR and the TS-CFAR. The processed radar
image at the time of the recording is also shown in d).
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Figure 34: Result of the comparison on the sector shown in a) of captured JRC data. An overview of the surroudings is
shown in b) and the result of truncation using a truncation level of 44 is shown in c). A screen shot of the radar monitor
at the time of the recording is shown in d). Notice that there is also water at the top of the image in b) which is the delta
of Tromsdalen river.x
5.3 Algorithm performance on a multiple target image
The TS-CFAR was originally designed for SAR images containing multiple targets [1], and for satel-
lite SAR images ships often occupy few pixels as can be seen in figure 3. For dense target situations
such in vessel traffic lanes or near fishing banks, many targets might occupy the same background
window resulting in an inaccurate parameter estimation for conventional CFAR algorithms. We
will in this section simulate such a situation by using a larger background window 63×63.
5.3.1 Experiment 4
We tested the algorithms on a fairly large sector, including 15 sub sectors in the algorithm, on the
low resolution Sea-Hawk radar image. Moreover, the sector is at close range to the radar, within
sector one in figure 22, and there are five ships in the sector. The truncation depth was chosen to be
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20 % with a truncation level of 7. The result of the comparison is given in figure 35. The TS-CFAR is
performing good even with such a large window size, but the CA-CFAR is struggling. The CA-CFAR
algorithms fail to detect the ships at PF A = 10−6 and we will therefore compare them using PF A =
10−3. This is probably because several targets are within the background window which result in
an overestimated mean. The TS-CFAR is performing better with a large background window and
is actually detecting all the ships at PF A = 10−6. This is because the algorithm is not affected by the
targets since they are truncated and no longer part of the statistics for the parameter estimation.
A larger window size will result in more data for the estimation and a more accurate threshold
for target detection. Although, if the window is too large the sea clutter statistics might variate
significantly within the window because the depression angle relative to the radar is decreasing by
increasing range as discussed in chapter 2.5. The TS-CFAR performs far from perfect as there are
a lot of false alarms especially close to the radar. This is probably because the PDF does not fit the
data very well as seen in figure 27 c). At PF A = 10−2 the TS-CFAR detects a wake that is most likely
originating from the ship at the lower left corner. The wake can also be seen on the processed radar
image. Some of the small dots seen in the processed image might be seagulls which is detected by
the radar. These are recognized when looking at successive sweeps from their small target and
fast and agile movement. They might have been detected which might explain the dots in the
bottom and halfway to the ship at location a). The CA-CFAR using the Gamma PDF performs
better than the CA-CFAR using the Weibull model which corresponds to the histogram for sector
one in figure 27. Although, we have a suspicion that sector one is covering a too long range for the
sea clutter statistics to be representative for the entire region. The tails for the two distributions
are very similar for the histogram mentioned and the Gamma model got a better score for the
goodness to fit test. Some variation can also be expected since the estimated histogram has a
finite sample size and less is included in the sector at short range than long range, resulting in a
less accurate estimation for pixels at short range.
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Figure 35: Results from using CFAR on the sector shown to the right. There are five ships in the data a), b), c), d) and e),
and the images were captured at the time of the recording using the Canon EOS 100D and a GoPRO camera. The ships
are also seen on the processed image. The processed image has used scan to scan integration (3 integrations) to furhter
enhance targets which can be seen in figure 23. Fast moving ships as a) is thus getting a trail. Notice that the lowest PF A




In the previous chapter we have demonstrated that the TS-CFAR can be used on marine radars
if the polar image is sectioned into regions of similar range. Furthermore, the statistical charac-
terizations were summarized and the Gamma model was shown to sufficiently describe the sea
clutter atleast for most cases, but not as well as the Weibull model. The results were presented
and discussed, and in this chapter a more general and broader discussion will follow. As men-
tioned in the introductory chapter, one of the main goals for this thesis were to check whether the
signal and statistical properties of marine radars are similar to satellite-borne SAR systems. Fur-
thermore, we wanted to make a comparison between SAR and maritime radars to check whether
there could be any cross-over applications by checking the properties. In this chapter our findings
will be discussed.
6.1 Marine radars and SAR comparison
For SAR imagery the incidence angle is not changing considerably from one end of the image to
the other as shown in figure 2. Marine radars operate from an entirely different perspective which
is often referred to as from low grazing angles, and will of course have greatly varying incidence
angle across the image. From the marine radar perspective the term depression angle is often
used. In chapter 2.5, we summarized the background theory of why we expected that the mean
brightness of the sea clutter would decrease by increasing range and decreasing depression angle.
This hypothesis was tested by separating sections of the image into different regions by increasing
range as shown in figure 22 and figure 24. Data was extracted from each section and histograms
were plotted for each sections and for data captured by each radar. Our results show that the mean
brightness decrease with increasing range as expected for the high resolution data captured by the
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Sea-Hawk radar, but that it is increasing by increasing range for the low resolution Sea-Hawk data,
which was not expected. This is not true from sector one to sector two for the low resolution im-
age, where the mean brightness is decreasing at increasing range as expected. Sector one for the
low resolution image covers about the same range as the three first sectors for the high resolution
image, and sector two for the low resolution image can be compared with sector four for the high
resolution image. Thus, the mean brightness for both images decrease for increasing range until
atleast about 5 km. Furthermore, the gain is automatically adjusted in marine radars to compen-
sate for signal attenuation at increasing range as summarized in chapter 2.6.2. We expect that the
gain control is overcompensating the level of attenuation in the Sea-Hawk image, which might ex-
plain the mean brightness increasing at long range. By plotting the noise distribution for the two
radar images, and comparing it with the distribution of clutter in the different sectors, it is evident
that at considerable range the backscatter from the sea is so weak that the clutter can be consid-
ered pure thermal noise and radar interference. A good model for the clutter must therefore be
able to estimate the distribution of pure noise as well as the distribution of sea clutter and noise
combined. As summarized in chapter 2.4.2, thermal noise and sea clutter at low sea states both
follow the Gaussian probability density function, which means that the sea clutter can therefore
be considered similar to noise with added power. Moreover, for non-coherent radars with linear
detectors a Gaussian PDF will be transformed to a Rayleigh in the local oscillator. The Rayleigh dis-
tribution fits the data well in all cases where the data is extracted from sectors at long range such
as sector two, three and four for the low resolution Sea-Hawk image and sector four for the high
resolution Sea-Hawk image. This is shown in figure 27 and figure 26 respectively. This strengthens
our theory that the clutter at these sectors are mainly noise. The Rayleigh fit the noise distribu-
tion for the low resolution Sea-Hawk image well, but fail to fit the tail for the distribution of noise
from the high resolution Sea-Hawk image. This is most likely because of the bright streaks seen
clearly in the blocked sector of the high resolution image in figure 24, which we expect is radar
interference. This effect is much stronger in the high resolution image than the low resolution
Sea-Hawk image which is probably because the gain was adjusted higher for the latter. The clutter
distribution in sector four for the high resolution image can therefore not only be noise, but must
be a combination of noise, sea clutter and radar interference. Because the noise seems to fit the
Rayleigh distribution well we expect that the Sea-Hawk radar has a linear detector which means
that the signal is proportional to amplitude. Although, we were not able to get this confirmed by
Sea-Hawk. A summary of envelope detectors were given in chapter 3.1.1. The JRC radar is a coher-
ent radar and the envelope detector is a linear detector as was summarized in chapter 3.1.2. The
data is therefore also proportional to the amplitude. The Rayleigh PDF is a good fit for the data ex-
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tracted from the JRC as expected from the amplitude of sea clutter at low sea states. This is shown
in figure 29. Furthermore, the goodness of fit test scores in figure 30 confirms that the Rayleigh
is the best fit for the JRC data. For SAR, the speckle is Gaussian distributed with zero mean for
the I- and Q component as also mentioned in chapter 2.4.3, and the amplitude is Rayleigh dis-
tributed [3], just as it is for marine radars with linear detectors. Although, it is only for coherent
radars that the detection is truly linear as it is only for such radars that the phase information is
kept [11]. For a coherent radar with a in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) component, the best
estimate for the mean radar cross section (σ) is intensity, which is the square of the amplitude and
thus power [3]. This follows from taking the maximum likelihood estimate of σ [3]. In SAR im-
agery the intensity image is therefore often used, which also proves to be the best estimate for the
average of L multi-looked images, the average of L multi-looked amplitude images is an inferior
estimating of σ [3]. Multi-looking is performed to reduce the speckle noise in SAR imagery [3]. For
multi-looked intensity images the Gamma model is a good fit as mentioned in chapter 2.7.5. Scan
to scan integration in marine radars, which is summarized by J.N. Briggs [6], might be equivalent
to multi-looking in SAR. Further research could be done, investigating if the sea clutter in marine
radars follow the Gamma distribution when the data is scan to scan integrated. For the reasons
mentioned, a detection algorithm developed for SAR must use a probability density function that
is flexible enough to both estimate low sea states and noise, and to estimate high sea states if it is
to be used on a marine radar. Furthermore, the algorithm should be able to perform new param-
eter estimations at different regions of the image because the clutter statistics are likely to change
throughout the image. This is not only because of the changing incidence angle and mean bright-
ness, but also because the backscatter will be different when the radar is facing the wind as it is
when the radar is looking down the wind and the sea states will variate in different regions. This
was summarized in chapter 2.4.2. We have performed a model comparison between the Weibull,
the Gamma, Log normal and the Rayleigh. We found that the Weibull PDF fit the clutter best for
most of the data. This is probably because it is flexible enough to both describe thermal noise
which is known to be Rayleigh distributed, and to describe the clutter when it is distributed with
a longer tail. The Rayleigh distribution is of course just a special case of the Weibull distribution
when the shape parameter k equals to 2. The Gamma distribution did also fit the data well for the
low resolution Sea-Hawk image at long range, but not equality well for the high resolution image
except for sector one at closest range. In sector two the Gamma model is far from optimal, but in
the same sector with a higher sea state the Gamma model proved to be the best fit, as shown in
figure 31. This result highlights that the Gamma model may be a good model to estimate the sea
clutter at higher sea states. We were not able to do this because such data was not available to us,
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but this is a possible study for future research. The Log normal PDF was the best fit for data at
short range for the low resolution Sea-Hawk data, but this might also be because the histogram in
sector one might be a mixture, since the length of the sector might have been too long. It is known
that spatial resolution affects the received clutter statistics. If the resolution cell is no longer very
large compared to the distribution of scatterers the central limit theorem no longer is valid, as was
discussed in chapter 2.4.2, and the distribution of capillary waves will no longer be Gaussian dis-
tributed. This is also the case for sea clutter at higher sea states.
A comparison between SAR and marine radars would not be complete without having mentioned
resolution. One of the main differences between the resolution of a marine radar and SAR is that
the azimuth resolution greatly diminishes at increasing range for marine radars as shown in fig-
ure 6. An example is given by looking at figure 23 c). The sail boat is the same as b) but cut into
the image from a sweep earlier in time. The sail boat in b) is larger even though it is the same boat,
which might illustrate that the azimuth resolution cell is larger at this point. The boat is also large
compared to the other boats at closer range even though many of those boats are larger. Some of
the other boats can be seen in figure 35. Especially ship b) in that figure is much larger than the
sail boat. Furthermore, as the range setting is changed on the radar the pulse repetition frequency
will also change. For non-coherent radars the maximum range resolution is directly dependent on
pulse repetition frequency because two target can not be separated from each other if the leading
edge from the transmitted pulse is mixed with the trailing edge of the previous pulse. This was
summarized in chapter 2.2 and chapter 2.1 respectively. For coherent radars the range resolution
is directly dependent on transmitted bandwidth as shown in equation 17. A SAR is a coherent
radar that uses chirp frequency modulation and is for that reason most comparative to coherent
marine radars such as the JRC JMR solid state radar. Although, it may prove difficult to extract the
I- and Q component from the marine radar, and thus be able to use the phase information. A SAR
algorithm that takes advantage of the phase information will for that reason be difficult to use on
a marine radar because it might prove difficult to extract the data, which probably is proprietary
information for most radar manufacturers. A block diagram of a typical marine doppler radar was
shown in figure 15. To end the comparison we will also mention the Sea-Hawk radar and the fact
that it is a polarimetric radar. Most radar use horizontal polarization, but the Sea-Hawk radars is
a new generation state-of-the-art radars that uses both horizontal and circular polarization. We
have used horizontal polarization in our comparison. The radar is able to combine the polar-
izations in for instance HP+C P2 and
HP+C P
2 , or use only horizontal polarization (HP) or circular
polarization (CP). Circular polarization is according to Sea-Hawk better under heavy rain. Future
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research might be possible in trying to see if any SAR polarimetric applications can be used on ma-
rine polarimetric marine radars such as the Sea-Hawk radars. There is a lot of current SAR research
on these Hybrid SAR systems, also known as compact polarimetry, with circular send and linear
receive. In Nord et al [25] a comparison of such compact polarimetric SAR modes is performed.
Another interesting subject to research, could be comparing marine radar images that are scan
to scan correlated, with multi-looking SAR radar images. In Briggs [6] scan to scan correlation in
marine radars is summarized. We did not have time in our study to perform such a comparison.
6.2 The TS-CFAR performance
In the previous chapter we demonstrated that the TS-CFAR algorithm developed for SAR images
could be successfully used on marine radar images. We have thus performed a first cross-over
for a SAR application to the marine community. The comparison was performed on polar images
extracted from different range sectors, different radars and different resolution. By doing this we
were able to make a comparison under different conditions. The comparison can be separated
into four different experiments whose discussion follows. We chose to compare the TS-CFAR with
the CA-CFAR firstly to make the comparison simple and secondly because we consider the CA-
CFAR to be the most conventional and simplest CFAR algorithm used on marine radars. The CA-
CFAR performance is also very intuitive as it is only using the mean intensity of the background
window for the parameter estimation for the underlying PDF , and the threshold decision. Further-
more, the TS-CFAR used in this thesis is also using the mean intensity of the truncated background
window, which means that the two algorithms are simple to compare and the only difference is the
truncation with the truncated version of the PDF. Moreover, we used two CA-CFAR with different
underlying PDF, one using the Weibull distribution and one using the Gamma distribution. By do-
ing this we were able to perform an additional model comparison between the two models and we
could easily see if the performance was not as expected. By using the CA-CFAR with the Gamma
model we were also able to compare the two algorithm independent of the underlying model. This
is because the TS-CFAR is also using the Gamma distribution, the truncated version. A summary
of the theory behind CA-CFAR and TS-CFAR were given in chapter 2.7.5. When possible, we com-
pared the three algorithms with a high PF A = 10−2 and with a low PF A = 10−6. According to J. N.
Briggs [6], a radar should use a PF A < 10−6 in order to optimize perception on a radar monitor.
We chose to also compare the algorithm at a higher PF A to see how the algorithm performs on
a wide PF A range. It also highlights any possible properties. For instance, it turned out that the
TS-CFAR is able to clearly detect the wake a PF A = 10−2, but it is not detecting it at PF A = 10−6.
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Fore pure ship detection the wake is undesirable, but for another application it could be desirable
to detect the wake. It depends on the purpose of the application. The TS-CFAR performed better
than the CA-CFAR for all instances where there either were several targets such as in experiment
four or when the resolution of the image was so high that the target occupy several pixels such as
in experiment one. This is because targets contaminate the background window for the CA-CFAR
resulting in a overestimated mean which again result in a threshold at a higher level. For the TS-
CFAR the targets are truncated and do not contribute to the estimation of the mean. Experiment
two was performed to test the algorithms on an entirely different situation than experiment one.
In experiment one the target was large and occupied several pixels, for experiment two the tar-
get was very small and weak and barely occupied a few pixels. There was no other targets nearby
which demonstrated that the TS-CFAR had no advantage on such a situation and only the underly-
ing PDF made a difference. For that reason, both the CA-CFAR modelled using the Gamma model
and the TS-CFAR got the same result. Experiment three was decided to be a challenge for the al-
gorithms as there were so little space and so little clutter available for estimating the parameters,
as seen in figure 28. Furthermore, we wanted to also test the algorithm performance on the JRC
data. The sector is surrounded by land clutter and we therefore decided to use a small background
windows at 13×13. Since the window was so small the background window for the CA-CFAR was
not contaminated at the essential cell under test (CUT), the cells that were targets. The truncation
just proved to be a disadvantage for the TS-CFAR, because less pixels were available for the param-
eter estimation because of truncation. The last experiment, experiment four, was to compare the
algorithms at a situation where the TS-CFAR was expected to perform better than the CA-CFAR.
Opposite to experiment three, the window sizes were chosen to be large such that the CA-CFAR
would have an obvious disadvantage. This demonstrated how the TS-CFAR perform on a situation
it was designed for and it proves to greatly outperform the CA-CFAR. Experiment one, two and
three demonstrates that the Weibull was the better model for the sea clutter for these sectors and
that the model comparison shown in figure 26 and figure 27 seems to be accurate for the corre-
sponding sectors. Experiment four also corresponds to the histogram for sector one in figure 27
c). The Weibull has a tail that is further to the right and will for that reason detect less targets at
an increasing PF A. These conclusions can be made by comparing the CA-CFAR using the Weibull
model by the CA-CFAR using the Gamma model.
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6.3 Limitations
All science has its limitations and we should summarize them. One obvious limitation to our
model comparison is that we have only compared the models for sea clutter at low sea states.
A more complete study should also compare the models for sea clutter at higher sea states. Fur-
thermore, our data may contain some amount of contamination as it was not possible to be sure
that there were absolutely no contamination in our sea clutter data, even though care was taken to
limit this amount. We also made sure to extract enough data for each sector such that the amount
of sea clutter compared to the amount of contamination would be very high. For sectors at close
range this was not easy, especially on the low resolution image because the amount of targets was
so large in this sector. For the end of sector three and sector four for the low resolution image
we were not able compare the raw data with processed data since we had no processed data at
that range. We also did not have processed data for the high resolution Sea-Hawk image, but the




In this thesis we have showed where to extract raw data from marine radars, and how this can be
done using equipment such as a scan streamer. This was a formidable task and by our work we
are confident that we are able to help future project facing this difficulty. We have summarized
SAR and marine radar properties to highlight both the similarities and differences. Furthermore,
we have experienced that extracting the I- and Q component on a marine radar will probably not
be an easy task and might need approval from the radar manufacturer. SAR applications based on
phase information will therefore not be possible to use on marine radars, unless this information
becomes available. We have figured out through our investigation that the demodulated output
voltage can either be proportional to amplitude, power, or it is logarithmically amplified. By ex-
tracting sea clutter data from sectors at increasing range we have confirmed that the sea clutter
statistics is changing with respect to range to the radar. Moreover, the model comparison led us to
the conclusion that the Gamma model can be used to sufficiently model sea clutter, but that the
Weibull model is a better fit, atleast for low sea states. The Gamma model was found to be the best
model describing sea swell for our high resolution Sea-Hawk data, and we propose that further
research can be done to check whether the Gamma PDF is a good model for high sea states. We
have demonstrated that the TS-CFAR can be used on marine radars which is a first demonstration
of possible cross-over for application from SAR to marine radars, or opposite. Our demonstration
shows that the TS-CFAR can improve the detection capabilities of a marine radar for high resolu-
tion and for multiple target situations. We have also showed that the sliding window technique
using a 2-D background window is possible on polar images.
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Appendix A
Cumulative distribution functions (CDF)
For a random variable X (ζ), the cumulative distribution function FX (x) is defined as the probabil-
ity that the outcome ζ has a value between −∞ and x. This outcome (ζ) can be any outcome in the
underlying sample space. Mathematically the CDF is defined as [12]:
FX (x) = PX [<−∞, x]]
The properties of FX (x) are the following[12]:
1) FX (∞) = 1 and FX (−∞) = 0
2) x1 ≤ x2 → FX (x1) ≤ FX (x2)
3) FX is continuous from the right
From these properties it follows that:
FX (b) − FX (a) = P [a < X ≤ b]
Here follows some cumulative distribution functions for different random variables [12]:
Gaussian:







Where µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation
Log-normal:










where er f (x) = 12π
∫ x
0 e
− 12 t 2 , µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation
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Weibull:





for x ≥ 0 where k is the shape parameter.
Gamma:









for shape parameter k and scale parameter θ The complete Γ and the incomplete gamma func-








y a−1e−y d y (52)
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Appendix B
Probability density functions (PDF)
The probability density function is as its name suggest a function for the probability of an outcome
ζ of a random variable X (ζ) to get a certain value x. The PDF is the derivative of the CDF as long
as the CDF is continuous and differentiable [12].
fX (x) = dFX (x)
d x
B.1 Gaussian PDF
The most common PDF is probably the Gaussian (normal) PDF, given by:










1) x ∈ 〈−∞,+∞〉




x fX (x)d x = E {X }




(x −µ)2 fX (x)d x = V ar {X }
Below is a plot of two Gaussian PDF’s using MATLAB with equal mean, but with different variance:
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B.2 Log-normal PDF
The logarithmic version of the normal (Gaussian) distribution is the log-normal distribution. The
random variable have a normal distribution













1) x ∈ 〈0,+∞〉
2) xm is the median. The scale parameter µ is given by the relation:
µ= exp(xm)
3) The mean is as follows [6]:











4) σ is the shape parameter. The variance is given by:
var {X } = exp[2(µ+σ2)] − exp(2µ+σ2)




The Weibull has been used to model sea clutter since the eighties [6]. It has the property that it
equals the exponential distribution with shape parameter k=1 (c=0.5), and the Rayleigh distribu-
tion with shape parameter k = 2 and scale parameter λ=p2σ, where σ is the scale parameter for
the Rayleigh distribution.










By letting σ̄=λk , and 2c = k, we get the form used in [6] and which seems to be more common for
marine target detection.








Below is a plot of four Weibull PDF’s using MATLAB with equal scale parameters, but different
shape parameters. Notice that with k = 1 the distribution is an exponential, and with k = 2 it is a
Rayleigh.
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The following values have been found empirically to describe different sea states [6]:
B.4 Gamma PDF
The Gamma distribution is frequently used in the SAR community to model multi-looked intensity
(MLI) radar images [3]. The general form is given below, where k is the shape parameter and θ is
the scale parameter:








Where Γ(k) is the gamma function defined as Γ(k) = ∫ ∞0 yk−1exp(−y)d y .
For SAR images it is usual to let the shape parameter k, or also called the order parameter [3], be
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defined as the equivalent number of looks L. Furthermore, the relation θ = µL is used such that
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